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The recurrence of lethal ship-whale collisions (‘ship strikes’) has prompted management
entities across the globe to seek effective ways for reducing collision risk. Here we
describe ‘active whale avoidance’ defined as a mariner making operational decisions
to reduce the chance of a collision with a sighted whale. We generated a conceptual
model of active whale avoidance and, as a proof of concept, apply data to the model
based on observations of humpback whales surfacing in the proximity of large cruise
ships, and simulations run in a full-mission bridge simulator and commonly used
pilotage software. Application of the model demonstrated that (1) the opportunities
for detecting a surfacing whale are often limited and temporary, (2) the cumulative
probability of detecting one of the available ‘cues’ of whale’s presence (and direction
of travel) decreases with increased ship-to-whale distances, and (3) following detection
time delays occur related to avoidance operations. These delays were attributed to the
mariner evaluating competing risks (e.g., risk of whale collision vs. risk to human life,
the ship, or other aspects of the marine environment), deciding upon an appropriate
avoidance action, and achieving a new operational state by the ship once a maneuver is
commanded. We thus identify several options for enhancing whale avoidance including
training Lookouts to focus search efforts on a ‘Cone of Concern,’ defined here as the
area forward of the ship where whales are at risk of collision based on the whale and
ship’s transit/swimming speed and direction of travel. Standardizing protocols for rapid
communication of relevant sighting information among bridge team members can also
increase avoidance by sharing information on the whale that is of sufficient quality to
be actionable. We also found that, for marine pilots in Alaska, a slight change in course
tends to be preferable to slowing the ship in response to a single sighted whale, owing,
in part, to the substantial distance required to achieve an effective speed reduction in a
safe manner. However, planned, temporary speed reductions in known areas of whale
aggregations, particularly in navigationally constrained areas, provide a greater range
of options for avoidance, highlighting the value of real-time sharing of whale sighting
data by mariners. Development and application of these concepts in modules in full
mission ship simulators can be of significant value in training inexperienced mariners
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by replicating situations and effective avoidance maneuvers (reducing the need to
‘learn on the water’), helping regulators understand the feasibility of avoidance options,
and, identifying priority research threads. We conclude that application of active whale
avoidance techniques by large ships is a feasible yet underdeveloped tool for reducing
collision risk globally, and highlight the value of local collaboration and integration of
ideas across disciplines to finding solutions to mutually desired conservation outcomes.

Keywords: vessel strike, active whale avoidance, ship operations, speed, detection probability

INTRODUCTION

Lethal collisions between large ships and large whales (ship
strikes) are a recurring and common threat to whale populations
across the globe (Thomas et al., 2016). In some cases, such as with
the critically endangered North Atlantic right whales (Fujiwara
and Caswell, 2001), and an important sub-population of sperm
whales in the Canary Islands (Fais et al., 2016), ship strikes have
direct implications for population persistence and biodiversity.
In other cases, such as with the population of blue whales in
the eastern North Pacific, ship strikes do not appear to regulate
population dynamics given the frequency of (known) ship strike
mortalities (Monnahan et al., 2015), although the number of
detected collisions may be an underestimate of the true number
that occur (Rockwood et al., 2017). Regardless, management
agencies and the general public value large cetaceans and seek
effective ways to reduce ship strikes, even when population
persistence is not at stake (Gende et al., 2018).

To date, most management efforts aimed at reducing ship
strike risk have focused either on modifying shipping lanes,
which can reduce the relative and absolute risk of strikes by
reducing spatial and temporal overlap between ships and whales
(Knowlton and Brown, 2007; Vanderlaan et al., 2008; van der
Hoop et al., 2015), and/or reducing ship speed, which may reduce
the probability of a collision (Conn and Silber, 2013) or the
likelihood of mortality should a collision occur (Vanderlaan and
Taggart, 2007). Yet each of these approaches has limitations.
Modifying shipping lanes will only be as effective as the spatial
persistence of whale aggregations, can require considerable
regulatory effort, or may be impractical in narrow straits or
for ships arriving into ports of call (Webb and Gende, 2015;
Monnahan et al., 2019). Speed restrictions can generate resistance
from the shipping industry owing to economic implications
of the additional at-sea time that results from lower speeds,
particularly when applied over large areas, which may be
one reason voluntary reductions in speeds tend to have low
compliance (McKenna et al., 2012). Regardless, whales can be
notably unresponsive to approaching ships (Nowacek et al., 2004;
McKenna et al., 2015), and thus any action that facilitates the
avoidance of whales by mariner training and active avoidance
techniques (lowering the reliance on whales to avoid ships) are
important to develop.

Here we describe active whale avoidance by mariners aboard
large ships which serves as a complementary, but comparatively
underexplored, means to reduce whale strike risk. Active whale
avoidance is defined here as a mariner making operational

decisions, such as a course change or speed reduction, with
the goal of reducing the chance of a collision with a sighted
whale. Active avoidance differs from more ‘passive’ regulatory
approaches in that the risk- reducing action is primarily initiated
by the mariner upon sighting of a whale surfacing forward of
the ship as opposed, for example, to a ship entering a mandatory
speed reduction area which requires a change in operational state
independent of whether a whale is present in the area and/or at
risk of collision.

Active whale avoidance has been developed and successfully
practiced for decades by marine pilots in Alaska (and possibly
elsewhere) and is not new in the maritime community.
However, a more formal exploration will help clarify (1) the
development and application of these techniques by other
mariners, (2) the regulatory language that makes implicit or
explicit assumptions about a ship’s ability to avoid whales, and
(3) important research questions with regard to the efficacy and
effectiveness of different maneuvers under varying operational
and environmental conditions. For example, the U.S. Code of
Federal Regulations (50 CFR §224.103) states that it is illegal to
approach [North Atlantic] right whales closer than 500 yards
(457 m) with some exceptions for vessels ‘restricted in her ability
to maneuver.’ In Alaska, federal regulation dictates that all vessels
must operate at a ‘slow, safe speed when near a humpback whale’
(50 CFR §223.214) which assumes that the ship can take proper
and effective action to avoid collision when near a humpback
whale or that ship operators have advance knowledge of where
whales are located. 36 CFR §13.1170 stipulates that a vessel in
Glacier Bay inadvertently positioned within 1/4 nautical mile of
a whale must “immediately slow the vessel to ten knots or less
without shifting into reverse”, and “direct or maintain the vessel
on as steady a course as possible away from the whale until at least
1/4 nautical mile of separation is established” – requirements that
were largely established pertaining to smaller craft and may be
unattainable by large ships.

Understanding the opportunities for, and feasibility of, active
whale avoidance also serves to benefit mariners by clarifying
conditions and actions that may facilitate effective whale
avoidance. For example, large ship operators undergo years of
training, including frequent maneuver testing in full-mission
bridge simulators, which are often focused on collision avoidance
with objects including reefs, shoals, and other vessels. Yet we
know of no simulator modules for whale avoidance, which would
provide opportunities for mariners to learn from others and
test new ideas for maneuvering, particularly if they incorporated
state-of-the-science information pertaining to whale behavior.
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Finally, clarifying research needs and models derived from
active whale avoidance will help scientists prioritize and/or refine
existing efforts that will have tangible conservation outcomes
and assist mariners in applications of these concepts. For
example, a suite of efforts currently exist to facilitate mariners
sharing information on whale sightings yet it’s unclear how
well these sightings equate to changes in maritime operations
and, ultimately, whether certain factors, such as the way the
information is transmitted or when its received by the operator,
equates to a reduction in ship strikes.

Our goal is to present a conceptual model of active whale
avoidance derived by coupling perspectives from biologists,
focused on the science of whale behavior, with the expertise
of ship operators. To that end, our research team included
Alaska marine pilots with over 90 years of combined experience
developing and practicing active whale avoidance while piloting
large ships. As proof of concept, we collected and applied data
to our conceptual model focused on avoidance of humpback
whales by large cruise ships transiting waters in Alaska. Data
informing our conceptual model originated from (1) a study that
has placed observers aboard large cruise ships in Alaska since
2006 focused on quantifying surfacing behavior of humpback
whales around the ships and the ability of mariners to detect
them; and (2) data collected during trial simulations in a full-
mission bridge (ship) simulator to identify and quantify the
practices that occur on the ship’s bridge during active whale
avoidance. Large ship maneuvering capabilities were further
explored using SEAiq, a navigation software commonly used by
marine pilots to navigate and assess maneuvering possibilities1.
Although our work is focused on a specific type of ship
(large cruise ships) and single species of whale (humpback),
variations of the components of our conceptual model can be
applied to whale avoidance by other types of ships and other
types of whales.

We emphasize that our goal is to generate a conceptual
foundation upon which specific processes, such as the
relationship between whale surfacing distance and appropriate
maneuver response, can be subject to more rigorous testing
and replication. To that end, our findings (at this stage) are
not intended to prescribe what mariners should (or shouldn’t)
do when in the vicinity of surfacing whales. Instead, we
draw some more general but important inferences from our
conceptual model and related data including the role of ship
operations (e.g., speed and heading variables) in active whale
avoidance. Ultimately we hope these ideas will help advance
the development and application of active whale avoidance
techniques on a global scale.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Our goal for this paper was to present (1) a conceptual
model of active whale avoidance, and (2) provide a proof
of concept by utilizing empirical data of humpback whale
surfacing behavior collected from the bow of cruise ships and

1http://seaiq.com/

from simulations of large cruise ship operations in a full-
mission bridge simulator and via commonly used pilotage
software. The conceptual model, generated to help deconstruct
this complex and highly variable process into components that
could be informed by data, was developed during a series
of meetings conducted since 2013 between a team of State
of Alaska marine pilots from the Southeast Alaska Pilots’
Association (SEAPA), and scientists from Glacier Bay National
Park, where ship strike reduction efforts have been implemented
and refined since the early 1980s. The conceptual model is
presented first (Figure 1) by describing each of the constituent
processes, and factors that influence them. Components include
availability and detection processes, reflecting how often and
how long whales are available to be detected, and the ability
of mariners to detect them once available; and command and
maneuver processes, reflecting the procedures that occur on
the bridge once a whale is detected, and the ability of a
ship to achieve a new operational state commanded by the
mariner that reduces collision risk. These components are
based upon existing literature (e.g., availability and detection
processes) and the collective experience of marine pilots
(command and maneuver). To that end, the ‘results’ of the
conceptual model include narrative describing how and why
certain factors are important, particularly as it relates to ship
operations and maneuvering, including events that transpire
on the ship’s bridge when a whale surfaces and is detected
forward of the ship. For our proof of concept, data collection
procedures are organized according to the different components
of the conceptual model. While more details on the field-
based methods can be found elsewhere (see Gende et al.,
2011; Harris et al., 2012; Williams et al., 2016) they are
described briefly below.

Availability of Whales for Detection
In the context of active whale avoidance, whales need to
be available for detection in order to be avoided. Thus the
availability is dictated by the type, frequency, and duration of
the opportunities for perception by the mariner. In Alaska,
humpback whales (and other whale species) regularly embark
on a repeated cycle of a foraging dive punctuated by a surface
interval. For clarification we define a surface interval as the time
the whale first comes to the surface following a dive to the
time it embarks on another dive. Therefore the surface interval
encapsulates one to many surfacing events defined as when
the whale breaks the surface of the water to respire. Surfacing
events are separated by brief submergences (e.g., Dolphin, 1987;
Stelle et al., 2008; Godwin et al., 2016; Garcia-Cegarra et al.,
2019). During each surfacing event (surfacing) the whale may
provide multiple ‘cues’ that can be perceived by the mariner to
infer the whale’s distance from the ship and direction of travel
(Hiby and Ward, 1986). Cues include spouts/blows/breaths and
presentation of the head, dorsal fin, back, or tail (flukes) breaking
the surface. Cues are available for only a second or two, occur
in rapid succession, and often overlap in time (such as when
the water vapor from a spout lingers long enough to be visible
when the whale’s flukes break the water’s surface). In contrast,
the surfacing events are separated by submergences that may
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FIGURE 1 | Conceptual model depicting some components related to active whale avoidance by mariners aboard large ships. The first two rows reflect opportunity:
active whale avoidance can be practiced anywhere in the world where there is overlap between large ships and large whales, including within management areas
that already require (or encourage voluntary) speed reductions or within shipping lanes that have been altered to minimize ship-whale encounters. Lowermost boxes
represent a sampling of important factors that may influence their related processes either singly or in concert with other factors. The arrows among the lower boxes
reflect the general chronology of whale avoidance.

last 20–40 s or more, during which time the ship will move
up to several hundred meters closer to the whale (depending
upon speed). The change in ship-to-whale distances between
cues (within a surfacing event) will thus be inconsequential
(meters) whereas the change in distances between surfacing
events will be sufficiently large to affect the probability of
detection (see below).

To understand the nature by which humpback whales become
available to be detected by mariners, we utilized data collected
as part of an ongoing study that has placed an observer
aboard large cruise ships in Alaska since 2006 (Figure 2A) to
estimate (1) the frequency and duration of surfacing events
throughout a surfacing interval, and (2) the probability that one
or more surfacing events will be detected. We briefly summarize
the relevant methods of whale detection here, but reference
previously published work (Gende et al., 2011; Harris et al., 2012;
Williams et al., 2016) containing more details on data collection
and processing protocols.

Surfacing Behavior of Humpback Whales
Near Cruise Ships
During the summers (May–September) of 2016 and 2017 a
marine mammal observer embarked on N = 67 large cruise ship
cruises (mean length = 268 m; Gende et al., 2018) while the
ship transited the waters in Glacier Bay National Park, Alaska.
The observer was transported out to the cruise ships just after
it entered the park (only 1 or 2 ships entered per day) and
boarded the ship via an NPS transport vessel. Regardless of
weather, the observer proceeded to the bow (the forward-most
point of the ship; Figure 2B) and conducted continuous naked-
eye scans of the water in a 180-degree arc from directly forward
to directly abeam, on both sides of the ship. Scans were assisted
using Swarovski 10 × 42 binoculars and tripod-mounted laser
rangefinder binoculars (Leica Viper II; accuracy + 1 m at 1 km;
Leica, Charlottesville, VA, United States) to search for whales.

When the observer detected a humpback whale, the ship’s
position was recorded using a Global Positioning System
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FIGURE 2 | (A) A humpback whale surfaces in front of a large cruise ship,
Glacier Bay, Alaska. (B) An observer standing at the bow of a large cruise ship
in Alaska quantifying the frequency, proximity, and behavior of humpback
whales that surface forward of the ship. The Observer program has occurred
since 2006 and included more than 750 cruises. (C) The command center at
the AVTEC Full Mission Bridge simulator in Seward, Alaska, during simulations
whereby marine pilots simulated whale encounters and active whale
avoidance. Closed-circuit video of 2 pilots in the bridge room can be seen in
lower left of the photo enacting a whale avoidance maneuver.

(Garmin 76Cx GPS, Olathe, KS, United States), and the distance
between the observer and the whale was measured using
tripod-mounted laser rangefinder binoculars, or estimated if
the observer could not ‘ping’ the whale with the rangefinder.
Based on training and testing throughout the study, estimated

distances were deemed unbiased, and typically within 10% of
the true distances (Williams et al., 2016). The relative bearing
of the surfacing event was recorded using a tripod-mounted
protractor along with group size, cue type (spout, fluke up,
etc.), direction of travel, and sighting conditions (see Williams
et al., 2016 for complete list). All data were recorded using a
voice-activated recorder and transcribed following each cruise.
Data were then summarized using (1) only whales with a group
size of 1 (i.e., singletons) to ensure that surfacing events were
not mixed in multi-whale groups (singletons constituted 91%
of all groups detected in 2016 and 2017), and (2) only from
a single surfacing interval per whale to insure independence.
Owing to the speed of the ships (typically 14–20 kts; Webb and
Gende, 2015), and foraging dives often lasting several minutes
or more, only one surfacing interval was typically recorded
(>90% of all sightings) before the whale passed abeam. To avoid
using surface intervals that were ongoing when the whale passed
abeam, the total number of surfacing events per surfacing interval
was summarized across all of the surface intervals where whale
flukes were displayed as the terminal cue (indicating a deep
dive). In contrast, the length of submergences between surfacing
events were summarized using all surface intervals, regardless
of the nature of the terminal cue. Both of these parameters aid
in understanding how many surfacing events are available for
mariners to detect and the time elapsed between available events.

Probability of Detecting a Humpback
Whale During a Surfacing Interval
Detection functions of humpback whales surfacing near cruise
ships have been published previously by Williams et al.
(2016) who used distance sampling applied to sighting data
collected since 2008. Importantly, unlike some studies focused
on estimating abundance of whales where detection functions
were derived using line transects, Williams et al. (2016) derived
detection functions tailored to the question of whale avoidance
by using a series of instantaneous samples as point transects, with
the ship-to-whale distances analyzed as radial measures from the
bow. Accordingly, the proper interpretation of these detection
functions is the instantaneous detection probability of a whale
that becomes temporarily available at a specific ship-to-whale
radial distance across the 180-degree arc forward of the ship.

In the context of active whale avoidance, the relevant inference
is the probability the mariner detects at least one of the available
surfacing events in a surfacing interval because whales often
engage in multiple surfacing events (per surfacing interval) and
mariners generally need only to detect one of the events to begin
evaluating whether a whale avoidance maneuver is necessary and
feasible. We thus utilized the Williams et al. (2016) estimates
to calculate the cumulative probability of detecting one of the
events in a series of surfacing events, i.e., the first or second
surfacing event in a 2-surfacing interval, the first or second or
third surfacing event in a 3-surfacing interval, and so on.

In this regard, the surfacing events are analogous to a series
of Bernoulli trials with one of two outcomes (detected, non-
detect) each of which are mutually exclusive and complementary.
However, it is important to recognize two conditions when
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estimating cumulative probability of detection. First, once a
whale is detected, it doesn’t matter (for detection) how many
subsequent trials (surfacings) occur because it only takes one
detected surfacing for the mariner to (1) know a whale is present
and forward of the ship, and (2) begin to evaluate whether
an avoidance maneuver may be necessary, effective, and safe
(recognizing that the first detection may be of variable quality
and that subsequent surfacings may need to occur to clarify
relevant information such as the whale’s direction of travel).
We assumed that once the mariner has detected the whale the
detection probability for any subsequent surfacing events = 1
owing to the highly concentrated search efforts that ensue in the
small area where the whale is likely to resurface.

Thus, if we characterize the two possible outcomes of a
surfacing event as D = Detect and N = Non-detect, assume
100% detection probability for any subsequent surfacing event
following detection, and that the initial surfacing is the key
parameter of interest, the five possible outcomes for detecting
at least one surfacing event in the series of (for example) five
surfacing events simplifies from:

DDDDD, NDDDD, NNDDD, NNNDD, NNNND

to:

D, ND, NND, NNND, NNNND

Second, and perhaps more importantly, each trial (surfacing)
occurs at different distances influencing the distance-specific
instantaneous (radial) probability of detection. For example, if a
ship is approaching a whale at 19 knots (9.77 m/s) and the time
between surfacing events (duration of submergence) is 20 s, the
second surfacing event can occur at a ship-to-whale distance of
nearly 200 m less than the first surfacing event, the third surfacing
event nearly 400 m closer than the first, etc.

To account for these conditions, we utilized the Williams
et al. (2016) instantaneous detection probability estimates for the
initial surfacing event, and estimated the cumulative probability
of detection across the series of N surfacing events by adding
the probability of detecting the second surfacing event after the
first event went undetected (because if the first was detected,
the second is assumed to be detected), and so on. By extension,
the cumulative probability of detecting the second surfacing
event will always be greater than the instantaneous probability of
detecting the event at that distance because it represents the sum
of two probabilities. To illustrate, for a 5-surfacing event interval,
the cumulative probability of detection was calculated as:

Pr[at least 1 detection] = p1 + (1− p1)p2 + (1− p1)(1− p2)p3

+ (1− p1)(1− p2)(1− p3)p4 + (1− p1)(1− p2)(1− p3)

(1− p4)p5

The individual, radial distance-specific detection probabilities
were defined using the hazard rate function:

π = 1− e(−( x
scale )∧−(shape))

where the scale parameter = e6.73157 and shape parameter = e0.747

is based on excellent sighting conditions (see Table 3 in

Williams et al., 2016). R script (R Core Development Team)
written for calculating the cumulative detection probabilities
across any distance is provided in Supplementary Material.

To illustrate the cumulative chance that a mariner detects
a whale that initially surfaces at different distances, we then
plotted the cumulative probability of detecting at least one of
the surfacing events for a whale engaged in an average surfacing
interval of 3 surfacing events each separated by 20 s submergences
(from our data below) initially surfacing at distances of 4000,
3000, 2000, or 1000 m from a ship. Note that because the speed
of the ship is relevant to the changes in ship-to-whale distances
among surfacings, we modeled these probabilities based on a ship
traveling 19 knots.

Surfacing, Detection and Avoidance: An
Example of a Ship Strike Scenario
The combined variation from ship operations (course, speed,
etc.), whale behavior (swim speed, dive duration, surfacing
frequency, direction of travel, etc.), and initial whale surfacing
location (distance and relative bearing from the ship) produces
an extremely large number of scenarios in which a ship strike
can occur (final ship-to-whale distance and bearing = 0m). These
scenarios range from virtually no opportunities for avoidance,
such as when a whale initially surfaces from a dive just a few
meters from the bulbous bow, to scenarios where mariners
have an opportunity to avoid the whale, such as when it
initially surfaces at a distance sufficient to allow the mariner to
complete the command and maneuver processes and potentially
avoid the whale.

To understand the interplay between ship operational state
and whale avoidance, we chose a scenario where the mariner
has the opportunity to invoke an avoidance maneuver. For
our chosen scenario, we started at the point of collision, i.e.,
the ship and whale are in the same place and same time
(horizontal distance = 0 m, time to collision = 0 s) and
worked backward in time based on defined parameters of the
whale’s behavior (constant course traveling adjacent from, and
directly perpendicular toward, the ship’s path; constant swim
speed = 1.23 m/s; Barendse et al., 2010; Kavanagh et al., 2017)
and ship’s operational state (constant course; constant speed of
either 10 knots – 5.14 m/s – or 19 knots – 9.77 m/s). Thus if the
collision occurred at 0 s, at 100 s prior to collision the whale will
be 123 m from the point of collision and the ship will be 514 m
(slow ship) or 977 m (fast ship) from the point of collision.

Whales, however, may be at the same horizontal location
of the ship but owing to their dive behavior may pass safely
below the ship (vertical distance > 8m which is the average large
cruise ship draft from our study). To account for the vertical
movements of whales (surfacing events and dive intervals), we
further modeled the whale to surface 3 times during its surfacing
intervals (data from this study) with 20 s submergences (this
study), followed by a foraging dive of 5.4 min (324 s; a typical dive
length for foraging humpback whales in Alaska; Dolphin, 1987).
For simplicity, we assumed linear travel even though the whale
was diving. Using these parameters we then graphed the ship-to-
whale distances and time to collision through two whale surfacing
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intervals and a foraging dive for mariners approaching a whale
that will ultimately be struck on a fast (19 knots) and slow ship (10
knots). To illustrate the trade-off between detection probability
and available time for ship personnel to decide on, and achieve,
an avoidance maneuver, the cumulative probability of detection
for each of the surfacing events were also plotted.

Where Whales Are at Risk: A Mariner’s
‘Cone of Concern’
Our estimates of the cumulative probability of detection
represent the probability of detecting at least one of the surfacing
events for a whale initially surfacing at different distances within
the entire 180-degree arc forward of the ship from beam-to-
beam (Williams et al., 2016). However, throughout development
of our conceptual model, marine pilots in Alaska noted that when
assessing risk in active whale avoidance they often focus search
on a narrower area forward of the ship where a whale strike is
more probable, which they define as the ‘Cone of Concern.’ This
is because the relative bearing of the whale influences risk; a whale
initially surfacing directly forward of the ship (relative bearing:
000◦) at 3000 m is at a higher risk of a collision than a whale that
surfaces an order of magnitude closer (300 m), but directly abeam
(relative bearing: 090◦) because the closer whale is unable to swim
fast enough into the ship’s path to be struck.

We formalize this idea using simple vector analysis and a
trigonometric representation of a whale crossing a ship’s path
at a 90-degree angle. We contrasted ships traveling at 10 knots
(5.14 m/s) and 19 knots (9.77 m/s) with whales swimming at an
average speed of 1.23 m/s (2.4 knots) and at fast swimming speeds
of 2.46 m/s (4.8 knots) to explore how these parameters influence
the size of the Cone of Concern.

Decision-Making During Active Whale
Avoidance: Full-Mission Bridge
Simulation
A ship’s bridge represents a classic example of a socio-technical
work environment because operational tasks, such as changing
course or speed, must be achieved by a team requiring joint
efforts of ‘human and technological interlocutors’ (Hontvedt,
2015). To that end, full-mission ship simulators are appropriate
for understanding the decision-making process by coupling
the human element with technology. To better understand the
elements of decision-making and time lags related to active
whale avoidance, we conducted familiarization and feasibility
exercises during 2 days in 2016 using the Kongsberg full-mission
bridge simulator (Figure 2C) at the Alaska Vocational Technical
Center (AVTEC) in Seward, Alaska2. The full-mission simulator
at AVTEC is regularly used for training Alaska’s marine pilots
in the maneuvering of large ships as part of (re)certification and
continuing education, and mirrors the platforms used by marine
pilots at other training centers around the United States.

Seven simulations were conducted whereby a team of two
pilots, one serving as the pilot, the other as the helmsman,

2https://www.kongsberg.com/digital/products/maritime-simulation/k-sim-
navigation/

operated the bridge of a ship, which had operational parameters
similar to that of the M/S Diamond Princess, a 115,875 gross
tonnage, 288 m cruise ship that is representative of the large
cruise ships calling in Alaska during the summer. Also on the
bridge was an observer who recorded the time of events including
(1) the start of simulation, (2) the first detected surfacing
event of a simulated humpback whale spout (the first actual
surfacing event – detected or not – was known only to the
simulator operator and scenario coordinator who were located
in a different room; Figure 2C), (3) the communications that
occurred between the pilot and helmsman, (4) when a command
was initiated and (5) the end of the simulation, once the ship
had passed the whale. Following each simulation, a de-brief
discussion was held to review the events and clarify the reasoning
related to the decision-making process. During the de-brief, the
elapsed time between first detection and the time of the ordered
command was quantified, and the common elements related to
the decision-making process were identified.

Our simulations were limited in number as was our
bridge team size, which would normally include a dedicated
Lookout and one or more deck officers. Thus, we did not
draw inferences on detection probability from the simulator.
Additional limitations existed due to the lack of fidelity of the
simulated whale/cues which are the subject of further refinement
and improvement. Nevertheless, the descriptive data on time-
to-command and archive of commonalities that influenced
decision-making were appropriate as full-mission simulations
are regularly used to describe processes that occur on the ship’s
bridge, and can serve as realistic proxies for evaluating risk and
commanding new operational states (Hontvedt, 2015).

Ship Maneuverability During Active
Whale Avoidance
Once a decision is made on an appropriate avoidance maneuver
(maintaining existing operations may also be an active decision;
see section Discussion), the rapidity by which the new operational
state is achieved can vary dramatically among ship types (e.g.,
bulk carriers vs. tankers vs. passenger vessels) and within
similar-type ships based on technical features such as hull
shape and maneuvering systems (e.g., Yasukawa et al., 2018;
Zaky et al., 2018). Further, variation can occur based upon
environmental conditions (e.g., Yasukawa et al., 2012; Rameesha
and Krishnankutty, 2019) and/or the existing operational
state of the ship (wave height, wind, ship’s existing speed,
acceleration/deceleration, whether or not the ship is already
engaged in a turn, etc.; Chen et al., 2017). Consequently,
determining how quickly a ship can achieve an avoidance
maneuver is well beyond the scope of this paper (although
our simulations were insightful for which factors should be
prioritized for further development).

We utilized the navigation software SEAiq, a commonly
used platform by pilots across the U.S. for understanding ship
maneuverability, and to focus on a simple and achievable
question: for a typical large cruise ship traveling at 10 vs. 19 knots,
how far in advance must a turn be initiated to achieve a CPA
of at least 100 m with a stationary whale while remaining
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within defined safety parameters? We used a stationary whale
because it simplified the vectors and isolated the focus on
the maneuvering capacity of the ship. The 100 m CPA was
also for simplicity purposes and should be viewed simply as
a means to estimate maneuverability, not as a recommended
CPA for mariners. We did not introduce confounding factors,
instead simplifying the simulation to reflect ‘best case scenarios’
including unlimited visibility, calm water, no wind or current,
deep water maneuvering, no other vessel traffic or whales, and
the ship was initially traveling in straight line. Our defined safety
parameters were guided by our working history of the ship’s safety
parameters and a generalized Pilot Card describing the ship’s
sensitivity to heading changes (e.g., maximum rate-of-turn; ROT)
at varying speeds, as well as limitations in stopping distances. The
turn, based on non-emergency safety parameters, conservatively
did not exceed a 10-degree rate-of-turn and did not factor in
progressively higher rates of turn.

We note that we did not use SEAiq to estimate how much time
(and the total distance) it would take for the ship to slow down
(e.g., from 19 to 10 knots) because during the full mission bridge
simulations, pilots were found to avoid slowing speed in response
to a single sighted whale, reflecting their normal practice. During
de-briefings it was noted that while a moderate change in heading
can be achieved in a relatively short time period (following whale
detection), it takes much longer to achieve a moderate change in
speed, reducing the effectiveness of speed reduction as a reactive
response for whale avoidance, particularly avoidance of a single
observed animal. Moreover, pilots never practice ‘crash stops,’
i.e., a rapid stopping of the ship to avoid a collision with a
whale owing to the deleterious impacts it could have on the
infrastructure of the ship. Instead, to get a general idea regarding
how long it takes for a large cruise ship to reduce speed, and the
distance covered during that non-emergency transitional state,
we reproduce data from Nash (2009) and re-visit the role of speed
reduction as a pre-emptive avoidance maneuver in the Section
“Discussion.”

Finally, in typical ship operations, while only one person has
ultimate ‘command’ authority while on the bridge, the person
directing the movement of the vessel may vary depending upon
time and duties, and may be the pilot, captain or deck officer.
For simplicity, hereafter, we refer to this person collectively as the
Person Directing the Movement of the Vessel (PDMV).

RESULTS

Conceptual Model of Active Whale
Avoidance by Large Ships
In its simplest terms, the process of active whale avoidance
can be described as occurring in five sequential events (1) a
whale surfaces somewhere forward of the ship where a collision
with the vessel is possible; (2) bridge personnel tasked with
ship navigational decisions detect the whale; (3) the PDMV
evaluates the situation and decides that an avoidance maneuver
is necessary, feasible, and safe; (3) the PDMV decides upon
and commands a new operational state such as a change in
course, speed or both; and (5) the ship obtains a new operational

state resulting in a lower risk of a collision. Our conceptual
model (Figure 1) includes Observational (whale surfacing
behavior, detection) and Operational processes (commands and
maneuvering) that are structured sequentially. Each of these
components are described in more detail.

Availability and Detection Process
The first step in this process is dictated by whale behavior because
whales need to be available for detection at the surface in order
to be avoided. The availability and detection processes have been
well studied owing to its relevance for abundance estimation (via
distance sampling), and we refer to these studies for describing
factors that influence cue frequency and behavior (Hiby and
Ward, 1986; Zerbini et al., 2006). Gray, blue, and humpback
whales (among many others) regularly embark on a cycle of
surface intervals, consisting of several shallow submergences
between respiration/surfacing events, punctuated by longer deep
dives (e.g., Dolphin, 1987; Godwin et al., 2016; Garcia-Cegarra
et al., 2019). Consequently, whales are infrequently but regularly
available to be detected. In general the most frequent cue available
during a surfacing event takes the form of the appearance of
the whale’s body in concert with a vertical spout/blow, which is
composed primarily of water vapor, air, and lung mucosa, that
may extend to several meters above the water and persist for
several seconds.

Command Process
Our conceptual model lists a series of steps that we have
termed the Command and Maneuver Processes. The Command
Process consists of Detection, Reporting, Assessment, Decision,
Command, and Compliance actions best described as time lags
because any time that elapses after a whale is detected reduces the
ship-to-whale distance (as the ship moves toward the whale in the
scenarios modeled) and decreases the options for an avoidance
maneuver to occur. The Maneuver Process represents the time
it takes for the ship, once commands have been executed, to
achieve the desired new operational state. We describe these steps
in more detail below.

The Detection Lag represents the time between when a bridge
team member detects an object in the water, confirms its identity,
and formulates their report to the PDMV. Based on anecdotal
observations from marine pilots aboard large cruise ships in
Alaska, this lag was estimated to vary from 1–2 s, as when a whale
spout is immediately recognizable, or as much 5–10 s if the nature
of the perceived object is not readily apparent (e.g., a whale lying
motionless on the surface or a floating log?). What’s more, many
Lookouts (personnel assigned to view the waters forward of the
ship) are trained to simply make a report of an “object in the
water,” if they cannot readily identify what it is, and then continue
to observe the object to develop clarifying information.

The Reporting Lag represents the time it takes for the
person making the observation to vocalize the observation
which, from our experience, may vary from 2 to 10 or more
seconds depending upon: (1) the volume or quality of the
initial sighting information (which may require dialogue with the
PDMV); (2) the observer’s ability to articulate the relative bearing,
distance, direction of travel, or other relevant information;
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(3) existing bridge communications; and (4) language or cultural
communication issues. For example, the Lookout may spot a
whale spout and report, “whale two points to starboard” with no
additional information on distance, direction of travel, or speed.
At that point, the PDMV will look in the indicated direction
and engage the Lookout for information needed to make an
assessment which may result in an additional 10–20 s depending
upon the length of the submergence between surfacing events or
other ongoing action by the PDMV (e.g., communicating on the
radio with other traffic, establishing and monitoring navigational
parameters, etc.). In the meantime, the initial cue is often no
longer available. The elapsed time associated with Detection
and Reporting Lags will be minimized if the PDMV makes the
observation him/herself (with a high degree of certainty) and
immediately articulates the observation to the bridge team. In
these instances the total time elapsed may be as short as 5 s, but
more frequently it will be closer to 15 s.

The Assessment Lag represents time needed for the PDMV
to verify the information and subsequently assess if a collision
is possible. In the determination of collision risk, mariners
are trained not to make assumptions on the basis of “scanty”
information (see US Coast Guard Rule 7 Risk of Collision,
International Rules of the Road3), highlighting the need for
quality information before taking action. If, for example,
direction and travel speed of the whale are not available, the
process may cycle back to the Detection Lag, awaiting another
surfacing event upon which to formulate an avoidance decision.
Consequently, a simple report of a whale at a relative bearing and
distance may not provide sufficient information upon which to
base an avoidance action, even for a whale sighted directly ahead.
Consequently, the Assessment Lag, as with the other lags, may be
relatively quick (3–5 s) for the “obvious” situations or it may take
longer if inconsistent or incomplete information is reported.

The Decision Lag represents the time needed for the PDMV to
consider the available safe avoidance options based on competing
risks. The decision by marine pilots (serving in the capacity of
PDMV) is founded on the principle of do-no-harm, firstly to
people, secondly to the ship, and thirdly to the environment. In
practice, this results in a rapid and dynamic calculation of the
trade-offs in the risk of whale collision with the risks of harm to
people, the ship, or the environment (or some combination such
as a collision with another ship, a shoal, or even another whale).
Consequently, critical factors in the Decision Lag are based on
the situational awareness of the PDMV to the proximity to these
hazards and the operational state of the ship; i.e., what is in the
realm of possibility based on its speed, sea state, etc. Based on
opportunistic assessments, Decision lags can vary from a few to
20 s, based on complexity and competing risks.

The Command and Compliance Lag is the time needed for
the PDMV to articulate the avoidance decision into a specific
command and for the bridge team to comply. For example, the
PDMV may command the Helmsman to initiate a new heading.
For some shipping entities, the bridge procedures require ‘closed
loop communication’ whereby the command cannot be executed
until the initial order is first acknowledged (by the Quartermaster

3https://www.navcen.uscg.gov/pdf/navRules/CG_NRHB_20151231.pdf

for course changes, or by the deck officer for speed changes),
and then confirmed by the PDMV. This lag is generally 5–
7 s in situations where all involved understand and are in
agreement, but can be longer (upwards of 60 s) if the command
is misunderstood, not heard, not acknowledged, or there is
disagreement on the appropriate avoidance action.

Maneuver Process
The Maneuver Process is the time it takes for the ship,
once commands have been ordered, to achieve the desired
operational state. The maneuver process is also best considered
in the context of a time lag because the new commanded
operational state does not occur instantaneously. The Maneuver
Process can vary dramatically among ships although approximate
generalizations are appropriate for estimation and/or simulation
scenarios. Similar to other large ships, safe maneuvering of
large cruise ships encapsulate a range of turning and slowing
options based on the interaction between ship type, existing
operational state, and environmental conditions. Our experience,
based on informal sampling of whale avoidance maneuvers
during the past several summers in best-case scenarios,
has been that the maneuver process can vary from 25 to
180 s depending upon operating conditions and the type of
maneuver ordered.

Proof of Concept: Large Cruise Ships
Avoiding Humpback Whales
Availability
The data collected by observers stationed at the bow of cruise
ships transiting waters in Alaska demonstrate that humpback
whales surfacing around the ships often provide a small but
variable number of opportunities for detection. For all surfacing
bouts that ended with a fluke-up dive, whales embarked on an
average of 2.8 surfacing events per interval (N = 156 unique
intervals; range of surfacing events per interval: 1–15; Figure 3A).
We again clarify that this average is based on the number of
surfacing events per surfacing interval, not the number of cues
per surfacing event. Based on the empirical cumulative density
function, about 40% of all surfacing intervals included more than
three events (Figure 3A). As we only used surface intervals that
terminated in a fluke-up dive, the data on surfacing frequency was
not ‘right censored’ in that we had confidence that the surface
interval did not include unrecorded events that occurred after
the fluke-up dive. However, there is a possibility that Observers
may have missed a surfacing event (or two) prior to detection
(‘left censored’ data) resulting in the true number of events
likely being larger.

The time elapsed between surfacing events was also variable,
although the length of most submergences were centered in
groups of 10–15 and 15–20 s (Figure 3B). We feel confident
that, once a surfacing event was observed, detection probability of
subsequent events was very high as observers (and bridge teams)
focus on small area where whales are likely to resurface to gain
as much quality information as necessary to evaluate collision
risk. Together, the data suggest that mariners engaged in active
(humpback) whale avoidance in Alaska generally have about
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FIGURE 3 | Quantitative descriptions of whale surfacing behavior that help
describe the ‘availability’ of humpback whales to be detected by ship
personnel engaged in active whale avoidance in Alaska. (A) The average
number of detected surfacing events per surfacing interval of humpback
whales surfacing near large cruise ships, 2016–2017, with a curve
representing the empirical cumulative density function. (B) Histogram of the
average elapsed time between available surfacing events (submergence
duration) during surfacing intervals of humpback whales surfacing near cruise
ships, 2016–2017.

three opportunities for detecting the whale during its surface
interval, with an average of around 20 s between events.

Cumulative Probability of Detection
For a surfacing interval that included three surfacing events, the
cumulative probability of detecting at least one of the events
was lower at larger distances, and increased (non-linearly) with
decreasing ship-to-whale distances (Figure 4). For example,
based on detection functions for whales surfacing across the 180-
degree arc in front of the ship, mariners have a nearly 60% chance
of detecting at least one of the three surfacing events for a whale
that initially surfaces from a dive 2000 m from the ship, but a less
than 15% chance of detection for a whale that initially surfaced
4000 m from the ship (Figure 4). The doubling of the distance
resulted in four-fold lowering probability of detection because at
larger distances the cumulative increase in detection probability
was more linear in nature (e.g., for a surfacing interval that begins
at 4000 m) but more exponential in nature for intervals that began
at mid distances (e.g., 2000 m). Whales that surface close to the
ship (<1000 m) have near certainty of being detected (Figure 4).

FIGURE 4 | The cumulative probability of detecting at least one of the three
surfacing events for 3-event surfacing intervals that began with an initial
surfacing event at 4000, 3000, 2000, or 1000 m from a ship. Circles represent
the surfacing event number. The detection function used for calculating
cumulative probabilities were from Williams et al. (2016) based on excellent
sighting conditions.

Surfacing, Detection, and Avoidance: An
Example of a Ship Strike Scenario
In our chosen hypothetical ship-strike scenario (ultimate
CPA = 0 m) involving ships traveling at different speeds (19 or 10
knots), the whale was struck (PoC; ship-to-whale distance = 0 m,
time to collision = 0 s; Figures 5A,B) when it surfaced to take
its third respiration during its second surfacing interval (red
shaded area). Working backward in time (and space) from the
Point of Collision, at 40 s prior to collision the whale surfaced
about 211 m from the slower ship and about 394 m from the
faster ship. At both those distances, the cumulative probability of
detection was near certain (>0.99). Working further backward
in time, the whale embarked on a 324 s dive at 364 s prior to
collision which placed it over 3500 m from the faster ship but
just over 1900 m from the slower ship. At this point, which
represents the last chance to detect the whale before it dives, the
cumulative probability of having detected at least one of the 3
surfacing events during the first surfacing interval (green shaded
area, includes fast ship-to whale distances of 3978, 3781, and
3584 m; slow ship-to-whale distances = 2135, 2029, 1924 m) was
approximately 60% for the 10-knot ship but less than 15% for the
19-knot ship (red lines; Figures 5A,B). Owing to the near 4-fold
greater (cumulative) probability of detecting at least one of the
surfacing events during the first (earlier) surfacing interval, the
PDMV aboard the slower ship could have an additional 324 s
(post detection and during the whale’s dive) to decide upon and
implement an avoidance maneuver.

Note that, based on our estimates of the command and
maneuver lags (see above), both the slow and fast ship would
have limited (if any) opportunities to avoid the whale if it
went undetected during the first surfacing interval (green shaded
areas) because 40 s to collision (when the whale surfaced from its
dive) exceeded the aggregate time to implement these processes.
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FIGURE 5 | Continued
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FIGURE 5 | The cumulative probability of detecting the first, second, or third surfacing event of a 3-event surfacing interval of a humpback whale for mariners aboard
a 10 knot ship (A) and a 19 knot ship (B) relative to the ship-to-whale distance and corresponding time to collision. In each scenario, the whale behavior is held
constant and modeled as traveling at 1.23 m/s (2.3 knots) perpendicular to but toward the path of a ship and, following the initial surfacing interval (green shaded
area) and a 5.4 min foraging dive, is struck when it surfaces a third time during the second surfacing interval (red shaded area) at the same location at same time as
the ship. Surfacing events are indicated by dots and surfacing intervals by shaded areas. From the first surfacing event (Surfacing 1, green shaded area), the time to
collision is held constant at 404 s for each scenario which results in an initial ship-to-whale distance of 2135 m from the slow ship (A) and 3978 m from the faster
ship (B). Curved line with gray 95% CI from Williams et al. (2016). A ship strike occurs in both scenarios unless the whale or ship deviates course or speed.
Distances are approximately to scale.

Where Whales Are at Risk: A Mariner’s
‘Cone of Concern’
Figure 6 depicts the results of simple vector analysis
demonstrating how a whale’s swimming speed and a ship’s
transit speed influences the width of the Cone of Concern.
Figures 6A,B depicts ships traveling at 10 knots (5.14 m/s) and
19 knots (9.77 m/s) on a collision course (toward PoC) with a
humpback whale swimming at a typical speed (1.23 m/s; 6A) or
at a fast swimming speed (2.47 m/s; 6B) perpendicular to, and
toward, the ship’s path. For both scenarios, the opposite angle in
the right triangle (defined by the ratio of the whale’s swimming
speed and the ship’s travel speed) is maximized because the whale
is in a ‘crossing’ situation; i.e., it is headed directly toward the
ship’s path resulting in the shortest time for potential collision.
For the Fast Ship/Typical Whale (6A) scenario, the Cone of
Concern would be approximately 14 degrees (7.2 degrees on
either side of the ship) and encapsulate a search area of nearly
0.8 km2. For the Slow Ship/Fast Whale scenario, the Cone of
Concern has a nearly equal search surface area (0.84 km2) even
though the search area is much wider (∼51.2 degrees).

Command Process
As part of the simulations conducted in the full-mission
ship bridge simulator at AVTEC, the average elapsed time,
resulting from the aggregate of the Command time lags,
i.e., from detection of the simulated whale spout to initial
compliance with an ordered avoidance action, was 23 s. This
compared favorably with the informal observations conducted
by several pilots during opportunistic whale avoidance efforts
while navigating large cruise ships in 2016 and 2017. During the
debriefing meetings, we found that, following initial detection,
uncertainty in the whale’s direction of travel and swim speed
were common factors that contributed to the delay in a
command; the PDMV needed sufficient confidence in the
information (making it ‘actionable’), particularly on whether the
whale was swimming toward or away from the ship’s heading.
Consequently, the PDMV regularly communicated with the
Lookout and mate and, absent good information, waited for a
subsequent surfacing event before deciding on an appropriate
avoidance action.

During post-simulation de-briefs several common themes
were discovered. First, marine pilots rarely command a speed
reduction in response to a single sighted whale owing to their
familiarity with the time it takes to achieve the new speed (Nash,
2009, reproduced in part in Table 1) and that a course change
alone is most often more effective and efficient than a potential
speed reduction. Second, and perhaps more importantly, the

pilot’s maneuvering decisions were ubiquitously based on the
evaluation of competing risks. For instance, once the pilots
confirmed that a whale was within the Cone of Concern, a
primary consideration was how a change in course would
influence other risks, such as the risk of collision with other
navigation hazards including, but not limited to, other vessels,
reefs, or shoals. Likewise, in all simulations where the pilot
decided that a course change was needed to reduce collision risk
with a whale, an evaluation occurred whereby the efficacy of
the course change was considered relative to the time needed
to safely ‘build up’ to the required rate-of-turn. The rate-of-
turn required to avoid the whale was then considered relative to
that particular ship’s safe rate-of-turn guidelines and heel angles
to mitigate the risk of deleterious impacts to the vessel and
its passengers.

Maneuverability
Using SEAiq and defined safety parameters, we found that
mariners aboard a ship traveling 10 knots (5.14 m/s) would
require action not less than approximately 741 m from the whale
to achieve a ‘near-miss CPA of 100 m’ (Figure 7A). In contrast,
a CPA of 100 m aboard the 19 knot ship occurred only after
it initiated a turn at least 1121 m from the confirmed sighting
(Figure 7B; both scenarios occurred under optimal conditions).
In both cases, the Command Lag was modeled as constant (based
on results from the simulator), occurring in approximately 25 s,
during which time the ship traveled 241 and 130 m closer to the
whale for the 19 and 10 knot ship respectively. The Maneuver
Lag was achieved over the course of approximately 90 s for
the fast ship when it traveled 880 m, and approximately 119 s
traveling just over 600 m for the 10 knot ship. Again, this was an
abstract, best-case scenario, limiting the Reporting, Assessment
and Decision Lags to minimums.

DISCUSSION

We coupled whale-surfacing data collected using a ship-based
observer with data from simulations in a full-mission ship bridge
simulator, opportunistic data collected by marine pilots aboard
large cruise ships, and simulations using typical pilotage software
to generate the first holistic model of active whale avoidance by
large ships. While our goal was to provide a general introduction
of the constituent processes such that development and more
rigorous testing can build on our efforts, our results provided
some insight into the opportunities and constraints for increasing
the effectiveness of active whale avoidance and some priority
avenues of research, which we discuss below.
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FIGURE 6 | Two scenarios encapsulating different ship transit and whale swimming speeds that define the ‘Cone of Concern’ (shaded area), i.e., the area searched
by marine pilots to more efficiently detect surfacing whales that have the potential to be struck by the ship (at the bulbous bow). Figures depict the Cone for a
19-knot ship and 10-knot ship relative to an average swimming speed of a humpback whales (1.23 m/s; A) and a fast swimming whale (2.46 m/s; B) on a crossing
pattern and on a collision course with the ship (PoC, Point of Collision; CPA = 0 m). Cones range from 14.4◦ (7.2◦ on either side of ship for fast ship and slow whale)
to 51.2◦ (25.6◦ on either side of ship for a slow ship and fast whales). Distances are approximately to scale to a 284 m ship.

Availability, Detection, and a Mariner’s
Cone of Concern
Based on data from hundreds of surfacing events of humpback
whales by observers, we demonstrate that mariners aboard large
ships in Alaska typically have about three opportunities, each
separated by about 20 s, to detect the whale and make a decision
about whether an avoidance maneuver is necessary, possible,
and safe. While these estimates were largely consistent with
other studies of humpback whales in Alaska (Dolphin, 1987), we
highlight that data on surfacing frequency was not corrected for
any negative biases owing to the observer’s chance of missing

the initial (or several) surfacing events, particularly at large ship-
to-whale distances or limited to the mariner’s Cone-of-Concern.
While we initially sought to minimize the chance for this distance
bias by using only information from whales surfacing close to
the ship, ultimately we decided against subsetting the data (1)
because surfacing intervals that began close to the ship were often
still continuing when the ship passed abeam (when observers
terminated their observations of that whale) which would also
underestimate the number of surfacing events per interval, and
(2) to avoid biasing the inferences if, in fact, whales alter their
surfacing behavior as a function of distance.
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TABLE 1 | Approximate time (min) and distance (nautical miles) needed for slowing a large cruise ship with multiple engine configurations from various initial speeds to an
(arbitrary) target speed of 14.7 knots using a safe slowing speed reduction of 2 RPM per minute.

# of
Engines
needed

Initial Speed
(knots)

Propeller
(RPM) at

Initial Speed

Target Speed
(knots)

Target
Propeller

RPM

Time needed
(min)

Distance
needed (nm)

Distance
needed (m)

4 + 2 22.2 136 14.7 90 25 7.0 12,964

4 + 1 21.4 131 14.7 90 20 5.0 9,260

3 + 2 20.6 126 14.7 90 18 4.5 8,334

3 + 1 18.3 112 14.7 90 11 3.0 5,556

3 15.5 95 14.7 90 5 1.5 2,778

Note that slower (initial) speeds require less power (load) and thus fewer engines are needed to meet those power load demands for propulsion. Modified from Nash (2009).

FIGURE 7 | Example of the maneuvering capability of a large cruise ship
traveling at 10 knots (A) and 19 knots (B) to achieve a Closest Point of
Approach (CPA) of 100 m based on defined environmental conditions and
safe turning constraints and assumptions (maximum rate of turn = 10 degrees
per minute; see text). These scenarios depict situations that, should a mariner
want to achieve a ‘near miss’ of a surfacing humpback whale, the ship would
have to begin its turn at 741 and 1121 m away, owing to the constant time
lags (the same regardless of ship speed) related to the Command process
and maneuvering capability of a large ship. This distance represents a
minimum owing to uncertainty in the location, swim speed, and direction of
travel for a sighted whale.

Recognizing these biases, however, helps identify possible
ways in which the effectiveness of whale avoidance can be
increased. For example, a key finding of our conceptual model is
that processes that occur on the ship’s bridge such as reporting
a whale sighting, assessment of the risk, and compliance to
commands, couple with maneuvering constraints to produce a
variable, yet important time lag between detection and achieving
a new operational state (that reduces collision risk). This

aggregate lag contributes to the inverse relationship between
time available to make an avoidance maneuver and the range
of maneuver options available. Any activity or operation that
increases the chance of detection when a whale is first available
to be detected thus increases the options for avoiding the whale
and the odds of successful avoidance. We identified three factors
that may help PDMVs detect a whale and obtain sufficient
information to actively avoid it.

First, marine pilots in Alaska, based on decades of experience
encountering and avoiding (primarily humpback) whales
surfacing near large cruise ships, have developed a searching
pattern ‘Cone of Concern’ based on familiarity with approximate
travel speeds of humpback whales relative to the ships’ transit
speeds. In doing so, pilots and other bridge personnel narrow
their search efforts (by over 80% based on our simple vectors and
geometry; Figure 6) by delineating the ‘population’ of surfacing
whales at risk of collision vs. those that are not. This practice
could easily be standardized by integrating the concept into
transit planning and/or regular communications with the bridge
team to focus on parameters of, and need to search within, the
Cone of Concern.

Second, assigning a designated Lookout tasked solely with
searching for whales in the Cone of Concern could also enhance
detection probability and thus opportunities for whale avoidance.
While we did not test whether different configurations of
personnel (pilot, pilot + designated observer, etc.) produced
different detection functions, experiments aboard large fast
ferries have demonstrated that a dedicated whale ‘spotter’ vastly
improved detection probability and the distance at which whales
were detected (Weinrich et al., 2009). Research based on
line transect theory and distance sampling also demonstrate
that detection probability increases when additional observers
are utilized (Schmidt et al., 2017) including with whales
(Zerbini et al., 2006). While we recognize that transiting at
night or in heavy seas may reduce or eliminate detection, we
also highlight that technology continues to reduce barriers to
detection in some of these conditions (Zitterbart et al., 2013)
and application of the Cone of Concern may help inform
development of the technology to maximize effectiveness.

The third potential way to facilitate the effectiveness of
active whale avoidance is by reducing the time identified in
the Command process. Pilots in Alaska are regularly conveyed
unnecessary or incomplete information by members of the bridge
team following a whale sighting. If the information is incomplete,
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the PDMV may have to wait for another surfacing event before
having information of sufficient quality to be ‘actionable.’ This
may equate to the ship traveling several hundred meters closer
to the whale (based on average submergence data and typical
transit speeds in Alaska) before the PDMV can confirm the
whale’s location and direction of travel. Training bridge personnel
with regards to what information is desirable and protocols
for communicating that information (e.g., ‘whale approximately
2000 m three points to starboard, moving away from the ship’)
can make a significant difference in time available for PDMV
to assess the situation and implement the maneuver without
further increasing the risk of harm to the people, the ship,
or other components of the marine environment. A simple
suggestion of utilizing the same training used for reporting of
a man-overboard to continuously point to the person (whale)
promotes the effectiveness of the PDMV’s detection and decision
process significantly.

Ship Speed
Throughout our effort we consistently contrasted scenarios
involving fast (19 knots) and slow ships (10 knots) to explore
how speed may influence the constituent processes in active
avoidance of a single whale surfacing near the ship. While our
objectives were not to rigorously test the role of ship speed in
these processes, nor were they to identify an optimal speed that
balances whale avoidance vs. transit efficiency (should one exist),
we highlight some insights based on our results that warrant
discussion and further development.

First, when simulations of whale encounters were conducted
in the full-mission ship simulator, pilots never attempted to slow
the ship in response to the sighted whale, instead preferring
slight changes in course. In the de-briefs that followed, pilots
communicated that, while change in speed may influence the
dynamics of a whale – ship encounter, the distance necessary
to slow the ship to speeds necessary for effective avoidance
based on speed change alone (mariner body of knowledge
relative to vessel avoidance actions) tended to exceed the sighted
distance to the whale owing to potential unsafe results of rapid
speed changes. Given the absence of this response, we did
not produce simulations that contrasted the efficacy of slowing
the ship vs. slight course changes, instead reproducing some
recommendations from Nash (2009) simply to provide context
with regards to the magnitude of space/distance needed to slow
(and recognizing that the target speeds listed in Nash were
arbitrary relative to whale avoidance). However we feel a brief
description as to why rapid changes in speed are not regularly
practiced is necessary owing to its prominent relevance in ship
strike dynamics and context for understanding the estimates
in Table 1.

For large cruise ships (and likely other large ships) power
management plays a major role in operational decision-making
(e.g., Ancona et al., 2018), not just in the context of managing
fuel costs and optimal fuel efficiency (and resulting levels of air
pollution; Khan et al., 2012), but also for safety reasons. For large
cruise ships, power needs are met using multiple engines that
are variably configured for two different power loads including
the propulsion load, which is typically about 80% of total load

while transiting, and the hotel load, which is the electrical energy
needed to power the ship’s lights, heating/air conditioning, galley,
etc. Rapid changes in power use can negatively affect emissions,
damage the generators (engines) and, in a worst-case scenario,
cause a ‘blackout’ (total loss of power). To help guard against
these negative outcomes, large cruise ships typically have some
form of power management system, such as a ‘Load Control
Program’ that limits dramatic fluctuations in power use. Given
that propulsion is the primary power requirement, and that
propulsion is a function of the propeller’s rotations per minute
(RPM), as a general rule, when a large cruise ship is in Load
Control the propeller RPMs are generally not reduced by more
than 2–3 RPMs per minute. Consequently, gradual changes in
speed represent best load management practices and the gradual
change may not meet the more immediate change in operational
state necessary for avoiding a whale.

Pre-emptive (planned) reductions in speed are, however,
regularly used by pilots in Alaska as a strike risk reduction
strategy. Pre-emptive speed reductions are those initiated in
anticipation of, rather than in response to, a whale aggregation,
and are utilized in two general scenarios. The first is when
mariners are informed of a whale aggregation recently detected
along the ship’s route and communicated to the ship personnel.
The second general scenario is when the ship is approaching
a narrow navigational area that also historically has supported
whale aggregations. For example, with the cooperation of cruise
ship Masters, pilots regularly slow cruise ships to 14 knots in
Snow Passage, Alaska, because avoidance options are limited
and the area is often characterized by small to large whale
aggregations. Pilots have found that these pre-emptive speed
reductions tend to produce less resistance from other bridge
personnel when (1) they can be accounted for in transit planning
and (2) they do not adversely affect port arrival times.

We thus encourage continued development of software
applications4,5 in which mariners participate in a sighting
network that helps inform others vessels that whales have been
detected in their area. The type of information conveyed, its
timeliness, and receiving platform is, however, critical for its
utility. Receiving information via a mobile application (often
with sporadic cell coverage) is a more cumbersome means than,
for example, a ship’s Electronic Chart Display and Information
System (ECDIS) which could overlay historical (e.g., weekly)
and recent (e.g., <2 h) whale sightings to assist with transit
planning. Recently, the programmer for Whale Alert and the
developer for SEAiq coordinated to provide the ability to import
weekly whale sighting information automatically for display on
the electronic chart.

Our results also demonstrate how, in some scenarios, slower
ships may have increased opportunities for whale avoidance
acting through both the Maneuver and Detection processes.
Faster ships, by definition, travel further distances compared to
slower ships during set time periods, such as when whales are
submerged between surfacing events (averaged 20 s in our study),
on deep dives (324 s modeled based on literature), or during

4www.WhaleAlert.org
5www.repcet.com
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time lags related to decision-making and communications on
the bridge following detection. For example, if the Command
processes takes the same amount of time on fast and slow ships,
and total time elapsed following detection to the point the ship
begins to change course is approximately 115 s (Figure 7), we
demonstrate that the faster ship achieving a ‘near miss’ of 100 m
from a whale would need to detect the whale over 1100 m
from the Point of Collision as opposed to just over 700 m for
a slow ship, simply because the faster ship moves further over
the same time period given the conservative safe maneuvering
limitations imposed on the initial test scenarios. An alternative
way of interpreting those results is that, had the slow ship and
fast ship begun the Command and Maneuver process at the same
distance from the whale (as opposed to the same time), the slower
ship could have achieved a greater CPA because it would have had
a longer time period to continue its turn.

Ship speed can also influence whale avoidance by influencing
detection probability. To be clear our results do not indicate that
mariners on slower ships are able to detect whales any better
compared to mariners on faster ships – there is no logical reason
why detection probability would differ for a surfacing whale at a
set distance (e.g., 2000 m from the ship) for mariners aboard a fast
or slow moving ship. However, if we held the time to a collision
constant, as in the scenario in Figure 5, then, by definition,
the faster ship will be further from the point of collision than
a slower ship at the same time to collision. Thus, a surfacing
event critical for detection would occur closer to the slower ship
influencing the cumulative probability of detection, providing
more time for a maneuver.

Future Research and Training
The conceptual model of active whale avoidance was derived
primarily from the collective experience of pilots in Southeast
Alaska who have ‘learned by doing,’ which has required
significant time on the water. We thus submit a number
of ideas for priority research and training development to
hasten the adoption, applicability, and effectiveness of active
whale avoidance.

First, ship personnel need sufficient time to make a decision
related to an avoidance maneuver and achieve a new operational
state, assuming one is commanded, that reduces collision risk.
For example, marine pilots in Alaska are often challenged by
predicting where a whale is likely to surface following its dive
because, if they waited for the whale to resurface before initiating
a maneuver, the options for avoidance would be significantly
reduced. During simulation de-briefs pilots communicated that
they will, at times, choose to ‘turn behind’ a whale if they ascertain
it’s swimming direction based on a general rule of thumb that,
informed by years of encounters, humpback whales are more
likely to continue their general direction of travel than they are
to turn 180◦ following a dive. However, pilots are less likely
to enact the same maneuver if humpback whales are foraging
along a tidal rip, which they’ve found tends to produce more
unpredictable movements. Thus, a priority avenue of research
could be to explore the ‘linearity’ of whale movements, loosely
defined as the degree to which whales travel in a straight line
vs. turning (see also Williams et al., 2002; Barendse et al., 2010),

and how it may be influenced by environmental conditions
or other factors.

Refining estimates of detection probability, particularly as it
applies to the area with in the Cone of Concern also represents an
important research thread. The instantaneous detection estimates
of the radial ship-to-whale distances we utilized (from Williams
et al., 2016) were derived based on detecting whales across
the 180-degree arc (beam-to-beam) forward of the ship. We
assume that the probability of detection will be much higher at
a given distance, or much father at a given detection probability,
if similar detection functions were derived based on search
effort solely in the Cone of Concern. We acknowledge that
some of the ‘gains’ in detection from focused search in the
Cone would be offset somewhat if mariners tasked with sighting
whales are also tasked with other duties (e.g., monitoring radar
or responding to radio communications). However, updating
estimates of detection probability based on a Lookout’s focused
search within the Cone of Concern would provide more reliable
estimates and produce a more realistic range of feasible options
of avoidance maneuvers.

Another productive avenue of research is a more rigorous
examination of competing risks related to whale avoidance.
During our simulations, once pilots confirmed that a whale
was forward of the ship at some risk of collision, a primary
consideration was how to achieve a new (avoidance) heading
while not increasing other risks, such as collision with
other vessels, reefs, or shoals. For obvious reasons, ship
operators will rarely increase the risk of deleterious impacts to
passengers or damage to the electrical system that accompanies
dramatic and unsafe operations [e.g., a ‘crash stop’ (Wirz,
2012) or rapid turn], unless those maneuvers are offset by
reduction in risk to more consequential events such as a
grounding (for example). The risk of negative impacts from
dramatic changes in course or speed to avoid a whale will
thus always be weighed against the potential benefits of
whale avoidance. In all simulations where a course change
was needed, the pilot evaluated the efficacy of the course
change by considering the needed time to incrementally
‘build up’ to the desired rate-of-turn to minimize impacts to
passengers, the ship, and the environment, thereby avoiding
excess ‘heel.’ Larger heel angles aboard cruise ships increase
the chance that furniture will begin to slide and passengers
will be injured from falls/by falling objects, and swim pools
will spill, etc. As previously discussed, the electrical or
propulsions systems can be negatively impacted in extreme
instances of abrupt speed changes. We note that parameters
identified as “safe” often represent general guidance and can
be modified depending upon the PDMV’s experience and
the situation (e.g., commencing an initial rate-of-turn, within
defined parameters, and then after the ship has stabilized
at that rate-of-turn, incrementally increasing, and stabilizing
at greater rates-of-turn, while maintaining the ship within
safe heel angles).

The development of a whale avoidance module in a full-
mission ship simulator can also advance whale avoidance by
training mariners, through repetition and experimentation,
who have less experience with conditions where whale
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avoidance may be effective, avoidance techniques, and
range of maneuvers that may be possible. Training modules
can also lead to improved transit planning by scripting
exercises within a specific operating area where whales are
likely to be encountered while also accounting for local
environmental conditions (e.g., wind, current, sea state),
traffic situations, and other navigation hazards commonly
experienced (e.g., ice).

Finally training can assist in communicating the value of
whale avoidance to other members of the bridge team, such
as the ship captain/mates. Pilots in Southeast Alaska have
found that, upon boarding the ship, communicating with the
bridge team that whales may be encountered, emphasizing the
importance of whale avoidance, and discussion of avoidance
techniques has increased situational awareness of whales
while in transit (similar to communicating local knowledge
of navigational hazards) and, importantly, often reduced
resistance to implementing proactive avoidance maneuvers or
temporary reductions in ship speed. A recent study in the St.
Lawrence Estuary demonstrated the value that marine pilots
can have in implementing strike-risk reduction efforts, in part,
through elevating its importance for the larger bridge team
(Chion et al., 2018).

An important caveat is that the development of training
modules not generate a ‘recipe’ for proper maneuvers. The range
of variation in avoidance maneuvers is large, based on whale swim
speed, direction of travel, ship speed, and operational constraints,
as are the competing risks of an avoidance maneuver. In a whale
avoidance situation, mariners are often faced with making rapid
decisions to prevent making an undesirable situation (e.g., risk
of collision with a whale) become an even more harmful event
(to the whale, the passengers, the ship itself, the environment, or
all four). Marine pilots in Alaska, when asked what they do to
avoid a whale, answer ubiquitously: “it depends.” In “mariner-
speak” avoidance actions are based upon all factors appropriate
to the prevailing circumstances and conditions, and with due
regard for good seamanship. And good seamanship is a direct
function of good training. To that end, we follow the reasoning
of De Terssac (1992), as cited in Chauvin et al. (2009) who
stated that, to achieve an overarching objective (which in this
case is a reduction in collision risk) the best approach is to
define “. . .a space of operation within which formal rules no
longer specify the solution to be implemented, but list a range
of permissible solutions among which the operator will have to
choose the one that seems most relevant in the context.” Within
that range of potential solutions may be a decision to maintain
course or speed either because the value of the information
available is insufficient or the risk of a worse outcome exceeds
the risk of the ship strike (e.g., the altered course resulting in
coming too close to shore, increasing the risk of grounding and
catastrophic oil spill).

Based on our findings and observations, we conclude that
active whale avoidance is feasible and, in most cases, can be
practiced without creating an increase in competing risks. What’s
more the practice can complement existing efforts that increase
situational awareness of whales (e.g., Whale Alert) even in areas
where other risk-reduction measures, such as operating at slower

speeds, are in place. Most importantly, continuing collaboration
between professional mariners, scientists, and natural resource
managers is vital to reaching mutually beneficial reductions
in whale strikes.
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